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Not Haiti.

Not  post-Katrina New Orleans.

These photos are from Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.

They could be  from almost any city or 
town in the USA.





This is not to compare poverty in the 
USA to poverty in Haiti or elsewhere 
in the world. . .

It is to say that we have a common 
basis for struggle to  end it.



“Another  world is possible!
(World Social Forum)

. . .Another US is necessary!”
(adds the US Social Forum)



 Experienced  two interrelated disasters: 
“natural” and economic
 pre-existing poverty 
 pre-existing degradation of environment

 History of French  slave trade/slavery
 Racist “explanations” for /response to disaster 
 Superexploitation of workers by 

corporations/tourist industry



 Government response is “relocation” of people, 
promotion of private property interests
 Katrina “diaspora;” planned communities in Haiti, 

Gulf Coast
 Recovery resources  channeled to private sector elites

 Military presence to protect private property
 Followed by government-corporate 

“partnerships” for recovery



 Shared context of global political 
economy/neoliberalism
 Privatization
 Abandonment of  public responsibility to alleviate 

suffering, meet human needs
 Legal protection of rights of private property; 

ascendency of corporate “persons”
 Lack of mechanism of accountability to the people



 Both peoples have given the world magnificent 
music, dance, art, and other cultural traditions

 Both have a history of rising up to throw off the 
yoke of oppression and exploitation

 We can learn from and inspire each other!



We can. . .
--Send aid
--Go to help
--Monitor “aid” groups
--Lobby the US 
government 
--Investigate corporate  
domination
. . .and many more 
forms of direct aid and 
advocacy, but most 
important



The conditions are 
right and history says 
yes.













Average After-Tax Income by Income Group, 1979-2005 Average After-Tax Income by Income Group, 1979-2005 
(in 2005 dollars)(in 2005 dollars)

Income Income 
CategoryCategory 19791979   20052005

Percent Percent 
ChangeChange

1979-1979-
20052005

Dollar Dollar 
ChangeChange

1979-20051979-2005

Lowest fifthLowest fifth $14,400$14,400 $15,300$15,300 6%6% $900$900

Top fifthTop fifth 95,70095,700 172,200172,200 80%80% 76,50076,500

Top1 PercentTop1 Percent 326,400326,400 1,071,5001,071,500 228%228% 745,100745,100
Source: Congressional Budget Office, Effective Federal Tax Rates:  1979-2005, December 2007.Source: Congressional Budget Office, Effective Federal Tax Rates:  1979-2005, December 2007.

  “Can America survive if poor people exist on 
islands of poverty in this ocean of material 
wealth?” --Martin Luther King

  









http://money.cnn.com/news/storysupplement/economy/gapmap/index.htm







About Half of US Mortgages Are 
Expected to be “Underwater” by 2011.

Affordable rentals are increasingly 
hard to find.

Landlord have less money for 
maintenance but can charge 
“whatever the market will bear.”











 Note the closed factories
 Note the abandoned homes of unemployed or 

“underemployed” workers who could no 
longer afford them.

 Note the deteriorated infrastructure.
 The “safety net” has been shredded.
 In the “new economy,” a huge sector of 

working people have been discarded.
 The basis for the “social contract” of the 

industrial age is no more.







"There are millions of poor 
people in this country who 
have very little, or even 
nothing to lose. If they can be 
helped to take action 
together, they will do so with 
a freedom and a power that 
will be a new and unsettling 
force in our complacent 
national life."
-Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
from Why We Can't Wait, 1963













 “I freed a thousand slaves.  I could have freed a 
thousand more if only they knew they were 
slaves.” – Harriet Tubman























www.USSF2010.orgwww.USSF2010.org
•See FAQs for VisaSee FAQs for Visa
•International Day-special sessions International Day-special sessions 
on Haition Haiti
•First gathering of the USAI!First gathering of the USAI!

http://www.ussf2010.org/
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